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The March/April, 1980 issue of New Zealand Communist Review carries the statement by the Political
Committee on behalf of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of New Zealand, March 16,
1980, entitled "Carry the Struggle Against Revisionism through to the End." In this statement, the
leadership of the CPNZ presents its stands against Chinese revisionism and Mao Zedong Thought.
Below we have reproduced excerpts from this statement.
"The Communist Party of New Zealand, under the leadership of the Central Committee, is carrying
out the decisions of the 1979 National Conference to investigate the reasons for the revisionism now
so openly being practiced in China. Weighing deeds against words, checking practice against
theoretical writings, seeking truth from facts in the correct Marxist-Leninist manner (instead of
selecting and twisting facts to suit pre-conceived idealist theories) the CPNZ is discovering more
evidence to show that the revisionism of the Communist Party of China is not just a recent
occurrence....
"The Conference also recognized that 'the great flag of Marxism-Leninism and socialist revolution
still flies high over the People's Socialist Republic of Albania' which 'has staunchly upheld proletarian
internationalism and fought revisionism in all its guises.' It condemned all those who called the PLA
struggle against revisionism 'left dogmatism.'
"The Central Committee meeting on February 9 and 10 this year upheld these Conference decisions,
dealt firmly with a factional attempt to reverse the decisions and carried forward to a new stage the
Conference decision for more investigation and for fraternal relations with other Marxist-Leninist
parties in accordance with proletarian internationalism. It recognized the importance of these correct
relations in safeguarding and strengthening the dictatorship of the proletariat in Albania as a bastion
of the world's working class upholding the leading role of the Party and the class and resisting the
many attempts by revisionists to put this leadership in the hands of other classes....

"In short the CPC, far from practicing proletarian internationalism, was practicing Chinese national
chauvinism and trying to turn our Party into an appendage of the China Society, having even
corrupted the role of that society.
"The Conference documents show how this was attempted, and how the CPC used agents within the
Party to achieve its aims. The great nation chauvinism of China showed up in its high-handed,
arrogant, non-fraternal attitude and interference in our Party. As the need to use the Marxist veneer
decreased so did the arrogance and interference increase over the years.
"As this has occurred over a great period of time, the question of Mao Tsetung's leadership of the
CPC must be open for examination.... It was during this period that social-democrats and reactionaries
from New Zealand, including Prime Minister Muldoon, were given audiences with Mao without any
regard for the repercussions on the revolutionary movement here. This is apart from Mao's reception
for President Nixon during the U.S. aggression against Viet Nam without any regard for the
repercussions in Indochina (the U.S. dropped thousands of photos over Viet Nam showing Mao and
Nixon grinning and shaking hands).
"Mao was Chairman of the CPC and not head of state during all these receptions so there was no
diplomatic necessity for him to receive these enemies of the people. He was the head of a supposedly
proletarian party. It was during this period that the groundwork for collaboration with U.S.
imperialism got under way. The 'three world' theory plus the 'two stage revolution' were developed to
give theoretical justification for collaboration with any reactionary, any imperialist who was opposed
to China's current enemy -- the Soviet Union. This included Nixon, Muldoon, the Shah of Iran, Tito
and a host of others. In 1972 the Chinese, without regard for our position, praised the return of a
social-democratic government in NZ. U.S. imperialism in turn used the NZ Labour Government to
strengthen its links with China.
"It was not that the Chinese did not understand social-democracy. They understood only too well and
decided to use it for their own purposes. Just as they later praised the ANZUS Treaty for its role
against the Soviet Union!...
"Mao was not a Marxist-Leninist but a popular leader of a bourgeois democratic revolution who was
very able in popularizing Marxism in order to rally local and international support for the cause of
Chinese nationalism."

